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Abstract
The existence of string functions, which are not polynomial time computable, but whose graph is checkable in
polynomial time, is a basic assumption in cryptography. We
prove that in the framework of algebraic complexity, there
are no such families of polynomial functions of -bounded
degree over fields of characteristic zero. The proof relies on
a polynomial upper bound on the approximative complexity
of a factor of a polynomial in terms of the (approximative) complexity of and the degree of the factor . This
extends a result by Kaltofen (STOC 1986). The concept of
approximative complexity allows to cope with the case that
a factor has an exponential multiplicity, by using a perturbation argument. Our result extends to randomized (twosided error) decision complexity.











Checking or verifying a solution to a computational
problem might be easier than computing a solution. In a
certain sense, this is the contents of the famous
hypothesis. In [30] Valiant made an attempt to clarify the
principal relationship between the complexity of checking
and evaluating. In particular, he asked whether any (string)
function, that can be checked in polynomial time, can also
be evaluated in polynomial time. Cryptographers hope that
the answer to this question is negative, since it turns out to
be intimately connected to the existence of one-way functions. Indeed, the inverse of a one-way function is not
polynomial time computable, but membership to the graph
of can be decided in polynomial time. The converse is
also known to be true [18, 26] and equivalent to
.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the relationship
between the complexity of computational and decisional
tasks in an algebraic framework of computation. Through-
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Theorem 1.1 The approximative complexity
of a
polynomial is polynomially bounded in the decision complexity of the graph of and the degree of . This remains
true if we allow randomization with two-sided error.
Hereby, the decision complexity of the graph of measures the number of arithmetic operations and equality-tests
in the model of algebraic computation trees. If is ordered,
for instance
, we allow also -tests. (For formal
definitions see [9].) The approximative complexity
measures the minimal cost of “approximative straight-line
programs” computing approximations of with any precision required, for a formal definition see Section 3.
It is not known whether the degree restriction in Theorem 1.1 can be omitted. However, in view of the discussion
following Lemma 1.2 below, this seems unlikely.
Sturtivant and Zhang [29] obtained the following related result, which excludes the existence of certain oneway functions in the algebraic framework of computation.
be bijective such that as well as
Let
are polynomial mappings. Then the complexity to evaluate
is polynomially bounded in the complexity to evaluate
the inverse
and the maximal degree of the component
functions of . Again, it is unkown whether the degree restriction can be omitted.
Let us outline the proof of Theorem 1.1. By the straightline complexity
of a multivariate polynomial over
we understand the minimal number of arithmetic operations

 

1 Introduction





out the paper, denotes a fixed field of characteristic zero.
Are there families of polynomials
over , for which
checking can be done with a polynomial number of arithmetic operations and tests, but which cannot be evaluated
with a polynomial number of arithmetic operations? If we
is a -family, i.e., the number of variables
require that
and the degree of
grow at most polynomially in , then
our main result states that the answer to this question is
no! Actually, the result is slightly weaker and can be stated
as follows (the statement with detailed bounds is in Corollary 5.1).
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sufficient to compute by a straight-line program without
divisions from the variables and constants in . The decision complexity
of is defined as the minimal number
of arithmetic operations and tests sufficient for an algebraic
computation tree to decide for given points in
whether
. The decision complexity of the graph of considered above is formally defined as the decision complexity
of the polynomial
.
It is clear that
. A sort of converse is
provided by the following well-known lemma based on the
Nullstellensatz (cf. [11, 3]).
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Lemma 1.2 Let be the irreducible generator of a hypersurface in
or
. Then there exists a nonzero multiple
of such that
.
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Note that if the zeroset of is not a hypersurface, then
the conclusion becomes wrong (take
over ). Over the reals, we in fact need the assumption that
is irreducible (see [11] and the discussion below). We
remark that the conclusion of this lemma remains true over
any infinite field if is the generator of the graph of a
polynomial , that is,
.
This lemma leads naturally to the question of relating the
complexity of a polynomial to those of its factors. Unfortunately, there exist polynomials having factors with
a complexity exponential in the complexity of , as first
discovered by Lipton and Stockmeyer [24]. The simplest
known example illustrating this is as follows: Consider
, where
.
By repeated squaring we get
. On the other
hand, one can prove that for almost all
the random factor
has a complexity
which is exponential in , cf. [9, Exercise 9.8]. A similar reasoning can be made over the rationals based on the
factorization into the cyclotomic polynomials.
This idea yields reducible factors of high complexity. It
is plausible that this effect may occur also for irreducible
factors. This is an open problem, however, which is related
to the question of whether the degree restriction in Theorem 1.1 can be omitted. Note that in the case
the
may
following trivial example from [11] shows that
be exponentially larger than
. Let
have
distinct real roots. Then
using binary search,
but
if the roots of are algebraically independent over .
In the above example by Lipton and Stockmeyer, the
degree of the factor is exponential in the complexity
of . We restrict now our attention to factors having
a degree polynomially bounded in the complexity of .
Kaltofen [20] proved that the complexity of any irreducible
factor is polynomially bounded in the complexity of and
in the degree and the multiplicity of the factor . Our Factor
Conjecture [6, Conj. 8.3] claims that the dependence on the
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multiplicity can be omitted. The main result of this paper
(Theorem 4.1) states that the dependence on the multiplicity can indeed be omitted when switching to approximative
complexity.
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is as follows: After
a suitable coordinate transformation one can interpret the
zeroset of the factor locally around the origin as the graph
of some analytic function . In order to cope with a possibly large multiplicity of , we apply a small perturbation to
the polynomial without affecting its complexity too much.
This results in a small perturbation of . We compute now
the homogeneous parts of the perturbed by a Newton iteration up to a certain order. Using efficient polynomial arithmetic, this gives us an upper bound on the approximative
complexity of the homogeneous parts of up to a predefined order (Proposition 4.3). In the special case, where the
factor is the generator of the graph of a function, we are
already done. This is essentially the contents of Section 4.1.
In a second step, elaborated in Section 4.2, we view the
factor as the minimal polynomial of
in the variable
over the field
. We show that
the Taylor approximations up to order
uniquely determine the factor and compute the bihomogeneous components of with respect to the degrees in the -variables
and by fast linear algebra.
In Section 5 we discuss applications to the relationship between the complexity of decisional and computational tasks. There we also build in the concept of approximative complexity into Valiant’s algebraic framework [31, 33] (see also [9, 6]) and make a connection to
the Blum-Shub-Smale model of computation [4].
For some other aspects of the issues dicussed in this paper see [8].
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2 Preliminaries

a|{X
{ 

In what follows,
denotes an upper bound on the
complexity for the multiplication of two univariate polynomials of degree over , i.e., for computing the coefficients
of the product polynomial from the coefficients of the given
polynomials. It is well known that
if
the field “supports fast Fourier transforms”, for instance,
if is the field of complex numbers.
The following result is obtained by a technique introduced by Strassen [27] for the computation of homogeneous
components and avoiding divisions.
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why this is possible seems to be the lower semiconti>8 9 ?3         3  n reason
nuity of the approximative complexity, which allows a con


trolled passage to the limit and can be used in perturbation
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Assume the polynomial  is expanded with respect to 3 :
 d   \ 9 LRfe N~ a| E  ^
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and the same is true if the complexity  is replaced by the
approximative complexity  to be introduced in Section 3.
We do not know whether the complexity of the leading coefficient _¥ can be polynomially bounded in the the comThe next lemma follows immediately from the wellplexity of  . However, we can make the following obserknown algorithms for univariate power series described
vation.
For the moment assume that  is the field of real or
in [9,  2.4] by interpreting the homogeneous compo¥ 9
complex
numbers. We have ru¨ª©>«<¬K $ 8 )  _¥m,8®
u
p
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and @8 )^` & for all  n . Thus we can apas the  -adic coefficients of the transformed series
9 ¥ with arbitrary precision by polynomials havproximate
_

,'8 %9=;<;<;<9 '8>- .
ing complexity at most  Z& . We will say that _¥ has “apLemma 2.2 (1) We can compute the homogeneous parts
proximate complexity” at most  Z& .
up to degree  of the product  and of the quotient
what follows, we will formalize this in an alge1 ) of multivariate power series  braicIn way;
and]:  (iffrom> 1 the  homogeneous
a topological interpretation will be given later.
parts of  and  up to
Throughout the paper, ¯°  &±! is a rational function field
degree  by a|` arithmetic operations.
in the indeterminate ± over the field  and ² denotes the local subring of ¯ consisting of the rational functions defined
(2) Assume that the multivariate power series 
9<;<;=;<9 ¡ at ±  1 . We writep ´" ³ £  forp the image of µ" nF1 ² p 8Pq under
and ¢ are given by their homogeneous parts up to
 8¶q induced by ±D· .
the morphism ² 8Pq
degree  . Then we can compute from this data the

homogeneous parts of  u£   ¢ up to degree  by
Definition 3.1 Let FnP p 8 9<;<;=;<9 8  q . The approximative
~ ¤a|¤^ arithmetic operations.
%
complexity  & of the polynomial  is the smallest natural
number ¸ such that there exists  in ² p 8 9=;<;<;<9 8  q satis%
£
3 Approximative Complexity
fying ´³    and  Ds¸ . Here the complexity  is to
be interpreted with respect to the larger field of constants ¯ .
In complexity theory it has proven useful to study “apEven though  refers to division-free straight-line proproximative algorithms”, which use arithmetic with infinite
grams, divisions will occur implicitly since our model alprecision and nevertheless only give us an approximation
lows the free use of any elements of ¯ as constants (e.g., diof the solution to be computed, however with any precision
vision by powers of ± ). In fact, the point is that even though
required. This concept was systematically studied in the
is defined with respect to the morphism ±D"· 1 , the intermediate
framework of bilinear complexity (border rank) and there it
results of the computation may not be so! Note that
has turned out to be one of the main keys to the currently
 &We¹sremark
 Z& . that the assumption that any elements of ¯
best known fast matrix multiplication algorithms [12]. We
refer to [9, Chap. 15] and the references there for further
are free constants is just made for conceptual simplicity. We
information.
may as well require to build up the needed elements of ¯
Although approximative complexity is a very natural
from ± ±=$K% and elements of  . It is easy to see that this
concept, it has been investigated in less detail for compu9
would not change our main result (i.e., Theorem 4.1).
tations of polynomials or rational functions. Originally, it
Assume that  Z&5º¸ over  » , say  ³ ,.0 
had been introduced by Strassen in a topological way [28].
of
Griesser [16] generalized most of the known lower bounds
,³ ./,./KAoover
±!² ³ all,./ ±'andn p 1 @BH q ³andDR.¶¸ .n Let  a withbe ªthe . u supremum
¼
. Then
for multiplicative complexity to approximative complex²

B
9
we have for such ± and . that   ³ ,./4f,./   ±  ² ³ ,./  
ity. Lickteig [22] and Grigoriev and Karpinski [17] employ
5
a
±
. Therefore, for each ±¾½ 1 we can compute on input .
the notion of approximative complexity for proving lower
an approximation to ,./ with absolute error less than a5±
bounds.
with only ¸ arithmetic operations. If we would additionally
It is not known how to meaningfully relate the complexrequire in the definition of  to build up the needed conity of leading coefficients or of factors of a polynomial to
stants in ¯ from ± 9 ±=$K% , then  &+¿¸ would even mean
the complexity of the polynomial itself. However, by althat one can compute an approximation with error less than
lowing approximative computations, we are able to estaba5± with only ¸ arithmetic operations on input . and ± .
lish quite satisfactory reductions in these cases. The deeper
Proposition 2.1 Assume that
is
the bihomogeneous decomposition of the polynomial
, thus
is a homogeneous polynomial
in the -variables of degree . Then we have for all



We omit the proof of the basic properties of listed in
the remark below. (For part (3) compare [6, Prop. 4.1(iii)].)
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Remark 3.2 1. (Semicontinuity) The quantity
is
clearly defined for a polynomial
over
(by adjoining
a further indeterminate to ). If is defined over and
, then
.
2. (Elimination of constants) Let
be a field extension
of of degree at most and be a polynomial over .
Then
, where
denotes the
approximative complexity of interpreted as a polynomial
over (i.e., constants in may be used freely).
3. (Transitivity) The approximative complexity
to compute from and the variables is defined in a natural way. We have
, and a corresponding observation is true for the computation of several
polynomials.
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We proceed with a topological interpretation of approximative complexity, which points out the naturality of this
notion from a mathematical point of view. However, this
comment will not be needed in the remainder of the paper.
Assume to be an algebraically closed field. There is a natural way to put a Zariski topology on the polynomial ring
as a limit of the Zariski topologies
on the finite dimensional subspaces
for
. If is the field of complex numbers, we may
define the Euclidean topology on
in a similar way.
If
satisfies
, then it easy to see that
lies in the closure (Zariski or Euclidean) of the set
. Indeed, we have
for
all but finitely many
and
.
Alder [1] has shown that the converse is true and obtained
the following topological characterization of the approximative complexity.
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Theorem 3.3 The set
is the closure
of the set
for the Zariski topology. If
, this is also true for the Euclidean topology.

4 Approximative Complexity of Factors
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Theorem 4.1 Let  be a field of characteristic zero and assume that  is an irreducible factor of degree { and multiplicity Ï of a polynomial FnP p 8
%:9<;<;=;<9 8+}q . Then
 () N~fÐ a|{}a|{iÑ^ &¡AÒ{ E^Ë a|{X EÓ ;

Let be strictly larger than the exponent of matrix
multiplication, thus we assume that by matrices can be
multiplied with
arithmetic operations. (It is known
that
, see [9, Chap. 15].)
Here is the main result of this paper.

Remark 4.2 There is room for improvement in this bound.
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 yields better estimates in
the following cases. If is the generator of the graph of a
polynomial function, we obtain
.
or , we get
In the case
.

{iEË-a|{X Ó

 Ô C



 ,- ¿~f~fÐ Ð a|{}E=^ & Ó
 ,- a|{ Ñ  &A

The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be supplied in the next
two sections.

4.1 Approximative Computation of Graph
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We assume that we are in the situation of Theorem 4.1
and write
. Thus is irreducible and and are
coprime. It is convenient to use the notations
and
. We are first going to transform the
polynomials into a special form by suitable linear transformations.
of degree at most over
In some field extension
there exists a root
of , such that as well as
the gradient of do not vanish there. To simplify notation,
we assume that
. This assumption will be eliminated
at the end of Section 4.2 at the price of an additional factor
in the complexity bound.
By a coordinate shift we can always achieve that
. By a substitution
we may achieve that the
degree of in
equals and that
does not
vanish. Indeed, if
denotes the homogeneous component of of degree , then the coefficient of
in
equals
. Moreover,
.
Hence it suffices to choose
such that this linear combination does not vanish and such that
. By
scaling, we may assume without loss of generality that is
monic with respect to . In the following, we will assume
that this transformation has already been done, i.e.,
,
which results in a complexity increase of of at most .
if all the variables occur in .
Note that
Summarizing, we achieved the following by a suitable
choice of a linear transformation:
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& 1 9 1  #1 9 Ö 1 9 1 -Ü Ý & 1 9 1 @  1 9 Ä U v Ý   { ; (1)
The implicit function theorem implies that there exists a
unique formal power series ÒnP pup 8Pquq such that
&,8 9 7,8®  1 9 7 1   1 ;
(2)
Moreover, this power series can be recursively computed by
the following Newton iteration: if we put  #1 and define
(3)
à<§ %  àT4 Ü Ý&,&8 ,8 9 à9 m à  9

à+ á5pup 8P¶©qª+q t Ä ,8®^EJâ

à8®

then we have quadratic convergence of the
towards , in
the sense that
, where
denotes the
maximal ideal of
(cf. [9, Theorem 2.31]).
It is easy to see that if the partial derivative
would not vanish, then the above power series could also
be recursively computed by the Newton recursion (3) with
replaced by . However,
always vanishes
for multiplicities
. The key idea is now to enforce the
nonvanishing of this partial derivative by a suitable perturbation of the given polynomial . By doing so, we have to
content ourselves with an approximative computation of the
factor .
Based on these ideas, we prove the following assuming
the conditions (1):





 Ï?½5B Ü Ý  1 9 1  51


Ü Ý  1 9 1 

^ of of de

ã xNBä   %  9<;<;=;<9    #~ Ð a| E ^ & Ó ;
Proof. Note that  , viewed as a polynomial in 3 over &8® ,
is the minimal polynomial of over &8® . W.l.o.g. we may
assume that is not a rational function (otherwise {  B
and would be linear).
We define the perturbed polynomial >8 3?å 
9
ring ² . It is
clear
,8 9 that
3|A2>±æ  1 451    1 1 9 ±æand
 over³ £ the  coefficient
 . By a straight-forward
9
calculation we get
Ü-ÝÅ> 1 9 1   Ð Ï:Ö ÜXÝ¾AoÅÜ-ÝÅÖ Ó  1 9 ±!´< Õ!$&%  1 9 ±! ;
Assumptions (1) tell us that & 1 ±æ #ç ±´A ~ ±!E with ç n
9
è , hence
Ü-Ýw> 1 9 1   Ï ç Õ Ö¡ 1 9 1 -± ÕJ$&% A ~ ± Õ 
and we conclude that this partial derivative does not vanish
( é!êëmì  1 ).
As in the reasoning before, the implicit function theorem
implies that there exists a unique formal power series ¢ over
the field ¯  &±! such that >,8 ¢T,86^ 1 ¢T 1  1
9
9
and this power series can be recursively computed by the
Proposition 4.3 The homogeneous parts
gree satisfy

¢   1 9 ¢ à<§ %  ¢ à 4 Ü-Ý>>8 8 9 ¢79 ¢7à_ ài (4)
with quadratic convergence: ¢ à á ¢Ò©t Ä ,86E â .
Claim: ¢7à is defined over the coefficient ring ² for all í .
this claim by induction on í , the induction start
íoverWe² 1 prove
being clear. So let us assume that ¢ à is defined
£
and set àî  ï¢7à_ ³  . By applying the morphism
"
"
² pup 8Pqªq  pªp 8Pquq 9 ±Å· 1 we obtain
ÜXÝw>ð,8 Ð 9 ¢7à_^ ³ £   Ü-ÝÅ,8 9 àm
Ï:Ö ÜXÝ¾AoDÜ-ÝwÖ Ó 8 9 à_H ÕJ$&% ,8 9 àm ;
Newton iteration

Ï:Ö'Ü-Ý-< 1 9 1 & ,8  à 
9

8"· 1

The first parenthesis maps under the substitution
to
, which is nonzero by our assumptions. The
second factor
can only vanish if
since the
power series is uniquely determined by the conditions (2).
In this case, would be a rational function, which we have
excluded at the beginning of the proof. We have thus shown
nonzero. By equation (4) this imthat
plies that
is defined over and proves the claim.
The claim implies that
is defined over . From
we obtain
, hence
, as
. We conclude that
. If
denotes the homogeneous part of of degree , we have
for
. This implies for
that

à

Ü Ý >¢78à<§ 9 ¢ à ^³ £  ²
%
/>,8 8 9 ï¢T¢T,,8®8®  ³ 5£ 1  N1 Ö¢ 8,8 ï¢T9 Z,¢T8®,86 ³ ^£  ³ £   1 ² 1
9 Z¢T8®^ ³ £   9 ¢   ^ 
 ¢
¢

Z

7
¢
_
à


à
à
LÌ Y 
? ÌÀY
£

^Z¢ à   ^³  Z¢  ^³ £   Z¢7³ £    ^    ;
As a word of warning, we point out that a certain care in
these argumentations is necessary. For instance, examples
£ à.
show that in general Z¢ à ³   
We turn now to the algorithmic analysis of the proof.
First of all we note that @¤È Z&wA#Y . A moment’s
thought shows that also  o° &¹AY . In order to
prove the proposition it is enough to show that
@Z¢ ñ %  9<;<;=;<9 ¢ ñ   N~fÐ a| E ^ Z& Ó 9 (5)
where òó °ô rªtivõµA Bïö . In fact, by the semicontinuity
of  , we only need to prove this estimate for approximative
complexity on the lefthand side.
The following computation deals with polynomials in
the -variables, which are truncated at a certain degree and
represented by their homogeneous parts up to this degree.
We obtain from Proposition 2.1 for the bihomogeneous decomposition of that

8





 d    \ 9 L Rfe N~fÐ a| E   Ó ; (6)
In the following, we assume that wehave
already computed


the bihomogeneous components  for \ 9 ?s .
Inductively, we suppose that we have computed the hoà
mogeneous parts of ¢ à up to degree Y . The main work
of one Newton step (4) consists in the computation of the
substituted polynomials >8 9 ¢ à  and Ü Ý >,8 9 ¢ à  . By
Lemma 2.2 we can compute the homogeneous parts up to
àH§ % of >,8 9 ¢7à_ by ~ Y à a|ZY à ^ arithmetic opdegree Y
erations. Analogously, we get the homogeneous parts up to
degree Y àH§ % of Ü-Ýw>,8 ¢7à_ by the same number of arith9
metic operations. By a division and a subtraction we obtain
àH§ %
from this the homogeneous parts of ¢7àH§ up to degree Y
%
à
using further ~ a|ZY  arithmetic operations. Altogether,
we obtain
 ï¢ ñ %  9=;<;<;=ñ 9 ¢ ñ   d  ^  \ 9 ?sPe
 ~  ÷ £ Y à a|Y à ^ N~ `a|¤ #~ Za| E ^ 9
à 

 ñà £  a|Y à `ÈYia|Y ñ 

¤a|¤¤a|îE
ø

since
and
(see [9, Rem. 2.10]). The assertion (5) follows from this estimate and equation (6) by the transitivity of approximative
complexity.

4.2 Reconstruction of Minimal Polynomial

Ú Ã A Û ÿ  ì U  Ã 9 ÿ? . Substituting the approxin this equation implies that
U  Ã Ã9 ÿá 1 ©+t Ä   EJG forþ § % 3 , hence
ìSince
the resultant vanishes.
is irreducible,Ã it must be a factor of ÿ over &,8 @ .
9
However, we assume and ÿ both
to be monic with respect
Ã
to 3 . This implies that in fact  ÿ as claimed.
ø
The coefficients of the linear system of equations in
Lemma 4.4
 can be computed from the homogenous components  , îNY_{}E , with { multiplications of power series
given by their coefficients up to degree Ym{iE . This can be
done with ~ {Xa|{}E arithmetic operations (Lemma 2.2).
If É denotes a number strictly larger than the exponent Ê of
matrix multiplication, then we can compute from the coefficients of the linear system the unique solution with ~ {}E^Ë)
operations (see [9, Chap. 16]). This computation can be
interpreted as a straight-line program involving divisions.
However, as the bihomogeneous components of  we are
seeking for are homogenous of degree at most { , we can apsuch that
imative common root
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/8 9 7,86^  ùi1  ©+ù t Ä ,8® 8 §^ % ·    8
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for any  xÔB . Moreover, we have 0  B and õ
G
G
for 1 Ìûµl{ , since  is monic of degree { in 3 . The
next lemma states that these conditions uniquely determine
the bihomogeneous components of  if we choose xÀ{ E .
ply Strassen’s idea of avoiding divisions [27] and transform
The proof is based on well-known ideas from the analysis
this straight-line program into one without divisions, which
of the LLL-algorithm [21] (see also [15, Lemma 16.20])
is at most by a factor of ~ a|{} longer. Summarizing, we
adapted from ü to the setting of a polynomial ring.
obtain the following:
Lemma 4.4 By comparing the coefficients of the powers of
Proposition 4.5 We have for any ÉF½ÒÊ that
the indeterminate  , one can interpret the conditions
÷ ý  ù  ù  ÷  ^     á 1 ©t Ä  E!G þ § %
 Ð d=    \ 9 LR{)e   %  9=;<;<;<9  E!G þ  Ó #~ Ð { EË a|{} Ó ;
9
 ù)ú G ý æú EJý G!þ
Our main Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of this Propoý
G   B 9 G  %  1 9<;<;=;H9 G  G  1
sition and Proposition 4.3. In fact, this provides an upper
bound on  () with respect to the field extension  of  of
as a systemý of linear equations over the field &,86 in the
%



ù
degree
at most { considered at the beginning of Section 4.1.
. (There are Y_{}EAÀB equations and {@ARB^E
unknowns

To simplify notation, we assumed there that 
 . addiThis
unknowns). This linear system has as theùmunique
solution

%
ý
,


ù
assumption
can
now
be
eliminated
at
the
price
of
an
 0  of  .
the bihomogeneous components
tional factor a|{X in the complexity bound according to
Ã

Remark 3.2(2).
Proof. Weùi define
the bivariate polynomial , 3L
ù

9



ù

  ù-ú G    3 over &,8® and assign to a solution S
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of the above linear system of equations
polyù 3  . theNotebivariate
Ã
,


ù
nomial ÿ¤ 3> l  ù-ú S
that is an

9
G
irreducible polynomial in 3 over &8 @ since we assume
By combining Theorem 4.1, Remark 4.2, and
9
to be irreducible and monic
with respect to 3 . The polynomial
Lemma 1.2, we obtain the following corollary.




  æú EJG þ   is an approximative common


Ã
Corollary 5.1 Let  be the generator of an irreducible hyroot of and ÿ in the sense that
persurface
in   or C  , {  Ä U vw , and É be strictly larger
Ã , 9 Dá 1 ©t Ä  E!G þ § % 9 ÿ¤, 9 Dá 1 ©+t Ä  EJG þ § % ; than the exponent
Ê of matrix multiplication. Then we have
Ã
Ã
p ¹q of and ÿ with re#~ Ð a|{iÑ*+()A¦{ EË a|{} Ó ;
The resultant ì U 
?
ÿ
¶

2
n
&

,

6
8


(

)


9
spect to 3 satisfies the degree estimate
This implies Theorem 1.1 of the introduction for deciÄ U v ì U  Ã 9 ÿ?Ã 
sion complexity. The claim about randomized complex(formalized by randomized algebraic computation trees)
 Ä U v Ý  Ä U v LÿNA Ä U v Ã  Ä U v Ý ÿ|ÀYm{ E 9 ityfollows
easily from Corollary 5.1 by the results in [25,
which is easily seen from the description of the resultant as
10, 13]. We remark that if the hypersurface is the graph
the determinant of the Sylvester matrix (cf. [15,  6.3]). It is
#~fÐ a|{iEfunction,
well-known that there exist polynomials Ú
n9^Û ¶&8® p  9 3Tq of ()a polynomial
^*+,- Ó . then we obtain the better bound
Consider the bihomogeneous decomposition
. Let be an additional indeterminate and
perform the substitution
. The condition
translates to













In [31, 33] Valiant had proposed an analogue of the theory of
-completeness in a framework of algebraic complexity, in connection with his famous hardness result for
the permanent [32]. This theory features algebraic com


plexity classes
and
as well as
-completeness
results for many families of generating functions of graph
properties, the most prominent being the family of permanents. There is rather strong evidence for Valiant’s hypoth

esis
. In fact, if it were false, then the nonuniform versions of the complexity classes  and
would
collapse [7]. For a comprehensive presentation of this theory, we refer to [14, 9, 6]. In the following, we assume some
basic familiarity with the concepts introduced there.
It is quite natural to incorporate the concept of approximative complexity into Valiant’s framework.
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   :)  

 . If the polynomial  is a
It is obvious that b
projection of a polynomial  , then we clearly have  Z& 
 -projections.
() . Therefore,Wetheremark
complexity class  is closed under
polynomial
that  is also closed under the
oracle reductions introduced in [5].
We know very few about the relations between the complexity classes  ,  , and   . Intuitively, one would
think that  should not differ too much from  . Likewise, it could be that the class  is contained in   .
The hypothesis
  b 
(7)
is a strengthening of Valiant’s hypothesis, which is equivalent to saying that   -complete families are not approximately  -computable.


:)

Definition 5.2 An approximatively -computable family is
a -family
such that
is a -bounded function

of . The complexity class
comprises all such families
over a fixed field .




























This hypothesis should be compared with the known
work on polynomial time deterministic or randomized approximation algorithms for the permanent of non-negative
matrices [23, 2, 19]. Based on the Markov chain approach,
Jerrum, Sinclair and Vigoda [19] have recently established
a fully-polynomial randomized approximation scheme for
computing the permanent of an arbitrary real matrix with
non-negative entries. We note that this result does not contradict hypothesis (7), since the above mentioned algorithm
works only for matrices with non-negative entries, while
approximative straight-line programs a fortiori work on all
real inputs.


Under the hypothesis
, we can can conclude

that checking the values of polynomials forming
complete families is hard, even when we allow randomized
algorithms with two-sided error.

  b 





 | b   over a field  of char -complete family ,m) ,

Corollary 5.3 Assume

acteristic zero. Then for any



  m0.0

checking the value
cannot be done by deterministic or randomized algebraic computation trees with a
polynomial number of arithmetic operations and tests in .



Hypothesis (7) implies a separation of complexity
classes in the Blum-Shub-Smale model of computation [4].
See [3] for the definition of the classes
and  . (For
the proof use Corollary 5.1 with the permanent polynomial .)









 ðb 




 N

Corollary 5.4 If
is true, then we have 

in the Blum-Shub-Smale model over the reals.
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